High season is over, Mykonos is quiet. Our new management has brought some changes. One is a great attitude, helping everyone they can and spreading kindness and friendship.

New street lights are here to light your arrival

COMMITTEE REPORT

A. Reminders:

1. That all homeowners and/or managers should give Gert a key to their condo, in case of emergencies, etc..
2. Reminder to owners with pets: please pick up after your pet whether on the grounds or on the beach area in front of our complex.
3. Reminder to shut water off when your condo is not occupied and/or you have gone home for the summer months.
4. Reminder to use the recycle bins adjacent to the sewer plant between the highway and Bldg.B. Please take down cardboard and flatten plastic.

B. Report from Administrator:

1. The large Palm trees have all been trimmed for the summer.
2. New Bougainvillas have been planted as replacements to the ones in front of 101-C.
3. Some of the railing in Bldg. B are now being replaced and we ask that owners/tenants be patient with the grinding noise during the next few months (these railings are being treated with professional products that should make them last much longer than in the past).
4. Repairs on Bldg. A units under the penthouses are slated to begin on June 7th.
A special thank you to Cindy Tran who has been helping to update our procedures and fine structure as discussed at our annual meeting.

REMINDERS:
Remember this is a condo complex, noise travels easily. Please try to be courteous, we need to be good neighbors. Observe quiet hours, 11 PM to 7 AM. There is a nice book exchange in the garage area. Remember to leave your used books.

Every Tuesday a gardening crew comes to mow and care for our gardens

MYKONOS CORNER
WELCOME TO new owners in Bldg.A. Elizabeth Hagan and Lynn Smith, 304-A.
CONGRATULATIONS to Pete and Mary Renaud on the birth of new grand daughter, Violet Lucia, born April 15th.

In the early fourteenth century an indigenous group settled in central Mexico. We know them as the Aztecs. Their true name is Mexico (pronounced Me-shee-ka). This is how Mexico got its name.